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Abstract

attention [12,13], it is still hard to achieve computationally efficient real-time vocoding process while maintaining sufficiently
high sound quality of vocoded speech.
In some VC applications, it is not necessary to convert all of
the acoustic features. For instance, in singing voice conversion
(SVC), the same melody line is often sung by source and target
singers of the same gender, and therefore, the requirement of
the source excitation conversion is greatly reduced. For such
an application, a conversion method based on modification of
log spectral differentials (DIFFVC) has been proposed [14] as
a method for converting only a spectral envelope without using
a vocoder. In DIFFVC, a log spectral feature sequence, such
as a mel-cepstrum sequence, analyzed from the input speech is
converted into a sequence of the feature differentials between
the target speech and the input speech. Then, a time-varying
filter corresponding to it is directly applied to the input speech
waveform. Therefore, the vocoder-based waveform generation
process causing sound quality degradation can be avoided.
Towards the practical use of the VC applications, it is inevitable that some background sounds, such as external noise or
an accompanying sound, are superimposed on the input speech
in conversion. Such a noisy input speech easily causes the
degradation of conversion performance. To address this issue,
there have been studied VC frameworks using noise suppression [15], where noise suppression is applied to the noisy input
speech before conversion. This technique is helpful to improve
the conversion performance under noisy conditions but its performance improvement is limited because the processing errors
or artifacts are usually caused in noise suppression and they also
cause adverse effects on the conversion performance. Although
the noise suppression performance continues to improve year
by year [16–18], it is still difficult to achieve complete noise
suppression processing.
Another approach to handle the noisy input speech is to develop a VC method robust against the background sounds. If the
noisy input speech could be directly converted into noisy target speech, it would be possible to achieve conversion process
while maintaining information of background sounds. Such a
conversion process will be effective in various VC applications,
e.g., SVC in an accompanying sound where the accompanying sound superimposed on the converted singing voice will not
cause any practical issues or VC in telecommunication under
noisy conditions where it will be informative to convey not only
the converted voice but also background sounds. Moreover, it
is expected that such a noisy robust VC processing is also helpful for converting the processed input speech suffering from the
noise suppression errors and artifacts.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of background
sounds on the conversion performance in two main SVC frameworks, the vocoder-based VC [2] and the vocoder-free VC
based on DIFFVC [14]. The subjective evaluation results show

This paper presents an investigation of the robustness of statistical voice conversion (VC) under noisy environments. To
develop various VC applications, such as augmented vocal production and augmented speech production, it is necessary to
handle noisy input speech because some background sounds,
such as external noise and an accompanying sound, usually exist in a real environment. In this paper, we investigate an impact of the background sounds on the conversion performance
in singing voice conversion focusing on two main VC frameworks, 1) vocoder-based VC and 2) vocoder-free VC based on
direct waveform modification. We conduct a subjective evaluation on the converted singing voice quality under noisy conditions and reveal that the vocoder-free VC is more robust against
background sounds compared with the vocoder-based VC. We
also analyze the robustness of statistical VC and show that a
kurtosis ratio of power spectral components before and after
conversion is useful as an objective metric to evaluate it without
using any target reference signals.
Index Terms: Statistical voice conversion, background sounds,
vocoder, direct waveform modification, kurtosis ratio

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) is a technique that converts speaker characteristics of a source speaker into those of a target speaker
while maintaining linguistic contents of the input speech [1, 2].
There are various potential applications based on VC in not only
speech processing but also singing voice processing. For instance, although singing voice characteristics produced by each
singer are limited by physical constraints of a vocal production
mechanism, they are flexibly converted by a VC method [3, 4].
Moreover, it is also possible to convert the singing voice in
real-time by using its real-time implementation [5]. Therefore,
VC makes it possible for individual singers to sing songs with
their desired voice characteristics beyond their physical limitations. The same VC framework can also be used for augmenting
speech production function [6].
In a traditional VC framework, the input speech is analyzed
to extract some acoustic features, such as F0 , spectral envelope, and aperiodic components [7], and then, they are converted using a previously trained conversion model. Finally,
a converted speech waveform is generated from the converted
acoustic features using vocoder [8]. Therefore, various factors involved in vocoder processing, such as F0 estimation error, voiced/unvoiced decision error, spectral envelope modeling error, and source excitation modeling error, directly affect
sound quality of the converted speech. Even if using wellknown high-quality vocoding methods [7, 9–11], these issues
are difficult to completely address. Although the development
of high-fidelity vocoder, such as neural vocoder, has attracted
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MLSA filter designed with the sequence of the converted melcepstrum differentials. In this time-variant filtering process, a
spectral envelope sequence of the input source speech waveform is converted into that of the target speech while basically
maintaining the input source excitation signal.
2.3. Conversion model
In this paper, a GMM-based conversion model is used. One of
the biggest merits of using the GMM-based conversion model
is that the same GMM can be shared between the vocoderbased VC and the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC because the
conversion model for DIFFVC P (D t |X t ) is analytically derived from the conversion model for VC P (Y t |X t ) by variable transformation from Y t to D t [14]. Therefore, the effects
of using the different conversion models can be minimized in
a comparison between the vocoder-based VC and the vocoderfree VC with DIFFVC. Moreover, it has been reported that the
GMM-based DIFFVC framework can achieve sufficiently high
conversion performance, which is comparable with the state-ofthe-art performance when F0 transformation is not performed
[14, 20, 21]. In this paper, we focus on SVC in the same gender
conversion, and therefore, we can develop a high-quality VC
system using the DIFFVC framework without F0 transformation.

Figure 1: Conversion processing of vocoder-based VC and
vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC
that the vocoder-free VC is more robust against the background
sounds than the vocoder-based VC. We also analyze the robustness of these VC methods and investigate an objective metric to
evaluate it without using any target reference signals.

3. Investigation of Robustness of VC
against Background Sounds

2. Statistical Voice Conversion

A comparison between the vocoder-based VC and the vocoderfree VC with DIFFVC has been well investigated under clean
conditions [14]. On the other hand, their comparison under
noisy conditions have never been investigated. To investigate
the robustness of VC against background sounds, we performed
a comparison between the vocoder-based VC and the vocoderfree VC with DIFFVC under noisy conditions in SVC of the
same gender conversion.

Statistical VC consists of training and conversion processes. In
the training process, using a parallel data consisting of an utterance pair of the same sentence uttered by the source speaker and
the target speaker, a conversion model from the source speech
feature to the target speech feature is trained. In the conversion
process, an arbitrary utterance of the source speaker is converted
into that of the target speaker by using the conversion model. In
SVC, a singing voice is used instead of a normal voice in both
processes. Figure 1 shows the conversion process of two main
SVC frameworks, vocoder-based VC and vocoder-free VC with
DIFFVC, in SVC without F0 conversion.

3.1. Experimental conditions
We used a singing voice dataset of Japanese songs. 50 phrases
randomly selected from it were used as the training data. The
same-gender conversion were performed in 12 singer-pairs using six singers (3 females and 3 males) included in the dataset.
The GMM-based conversion model was trained in each singerpair. Clean singing voices were used in training. On the other
hand, noisy singing voices were used in conversion, where they
were generated by superimposing an environmental noise or an
accompaniment sound on the clean singing voices while varying the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The same GMM was basically used in both the vocoder-based VC and the vocoder-free
VC with DIFFVC.
The sampling rate was 44100 Hz. The bit rate was 16 bits.
The shift length was 5 ms. The number of mixture components
of the GMM was 32. As the spectral feature, we used the 1st
through 40th mel-cepstrum coefficients obtained by WORLD
analysis [22]. MLSA filter [19] was used in time-varying filtering based on a given mel-cepstrum sequence. F0 and aperiodic components were not converted. WORLD [22] was used
as vocoder, and sprocket [21] was used as VC software.
Opinion tests were conducted to evaluate naturalness of the
converted singing voices.1 The number of listeners was 11. The

2.1. Vocoder-based VC
As the acoustic features of the source and target singers, we use
2D-dimensional joint static and dynamic feature vectors of the
> >
source mel-cepstrum X t = [x>
and the target melt , ∆xt ]
> >
cepstrum Y t = [y >
,
∆y
]
.
In
the
training
process, the cont
t
version model from X t to Y t , e.g., the conditional probability
density function P (Y t |X t ), is trained. In the conversion process, the source mel-cepstrum sequence is converted to the target mel-cepstrum sequence using the conversion model. Then,
the source excitation signal is generated with a mixed excitation model of vocoder from F0 and the aperiodic components
extracted from the input source speech. Finally, the generated
excitation signal is filtered with MLSA filter [19] designed with
the converted mel-cepstrum sequence.
2.2. Vocoder-free VC based on DIFFVC
In the training process of DIFFVC [14], a conversion model
from X t to D t = Y t − X t , e.g., P (D t |X t ), is trained. In
the conversion process, the source mel-cepstrum sequence is
converted into a sequence of the mel-cepstrum differentials.
Then, the input source speech waveform is directly filtered with

1 singing
voice samples:
https://drive.google.
com/drive/folders/1mnN3c5MlJgTWyDRM04ZKiS7_
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(a) Input source singing voice

Figure 2: Results of subjective evaluation on naturalness: (a)
under environmental noise, (b) under accompanying sound. Error bars show 95 % confidence intervals.

(b) clean DIFFVC + noise (ideal result)

SNR of the input source singing voice was set to 5, 15 and
25 dB. The following singing voice samples were created for
each noise level:
• clean DIFFVC + noise: singing voices generated by
superimposing background sounds after converting the
clean singing voice by the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC,

(c) noisy DIFFVC

• noisy DIFFVC: singing voices converted from the noisy
singing voices by using the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC,
• noisy VC: singing voices converted from the noisy
singing voices by using the vocoder-based VC,

(d) noisy VC

where clean DIFFVC + noise showed an ideal conversion result.
These singing voice samples were presented to each listener in
random order. Naturalness of each singing voice sample was
evaluated with 5-scaled opinion scores (1: Bad, 2: Poor, 3: Fair,
4: Good, 5: Excellent). Each listener evaluated 144 singing
voice samples.

Figure 3: Example of power spectrograms of converted singing
voices under noisy conditions.
sounds, it will be helpful to develop a more robust VC method.
Moreover, it will be more useful if such an objective metric can
be calculated without using any reference signals since it will
be available in the conversion process. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of kurtosis ratio [23] of power spectrum
components before and after conversion as one of the objective
metrics to evaluate the robustness of VC.

3.2. Experimental results
Figure 2 shows the results of subjective evaluation, where Fig.
2 (a) shows the result under the environmental noise, and Fig.
2 (b) shows the result under the accompanying sound. Under both noisy conditions, the naturalness of converted singing
voices greatly decreases as the SNR decreases in the vocoderbased VC. In the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC, we can also
observe the naturalness degradation caused by the decrease of
SNR. However, its degradation is much smaller compared to
that in the vocoder-based VC. It can be seen from Fig. 2 (a)
that the vocoder-free VC at 5 dB of the SNR is comparable to
the vocoder-based VC at 25 dB of the SNR. Moreover, it can
be seen from Fig. 2 (b) that the vocoder-free VC at 5 dB of the
SNR is comparable to the vocoder-based VC at 15 dB of the
SNR. These results reveal that the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC is more robust against background sounds compared to the
vocoder-based VC.

4.1. Comparison of Power Spectrograms
Figure 3 shows power spectrograms of the input source singing
voice, clean DIFFVC + noise, noisy DIFFVC, and noisy VC
when the SNR is 10 dB. We can see that harmonic components
are clearly observed in the noisy VC (Fig. 3 (d)) than in the others. This is because the source excitation signal is generated using the traditional mixed excitation model of the vocoder in the
vocoder-based VC (i.e., noisy VC). Consequently, the spectral
structure of the converted singing voice is significantly different from that by clean DIFFVC + noise or by the input source
singing voice. On the other hand, the original source excitation
signal is hold in the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC (i.e., noisy
DIFFVC). Therefore, its converted spectral structure is still similar to that of the clean DIFFVC + noise or of the input source
singing voice. As a result, the converted singing voices by noisy
VC perceptually sound very different from those by clean DIFFVC + noise while those by noisy DIFFVC still sound similar
to them; e.g., the background sounds can be perceptually separable from the singing voices in the converted singing voices by

4. Robustness Analysis
We analyze the robustness of the VC methods under noisy environments. It is expected that if we develop an objective metric
to sensitively capture the robustness of VC against background
XC9gGwz0?usp=sharing
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noisy DIFFVC as in the clean DIFFVC + noise but it is hard to
distinguish them in the converted singing voices by noisy VC.
4.2. Kurtosis Ratio
Kurtosis is defined as
kurt =

µ4
,
µ2 2

(1)

where kurt represents kurtosis and µn is the n th moment, which
is given by
Z ∞
µn =
xn P (x)dx,
(2)

Figure 4: Kurtosis ratio as a function of SNR under environmental noise.

0

where P (x) is the probability density distribution of the signal
x. In this paper, we use power spectrum components in the
time frequency domain as the signal. To handle the signals in
the power domain, the n-th moment not around the mean value
but around the origin is used.
Because the calculation of higher-order statistics easily suffers from lack of stability and accuracy, we use a probability
density modeling technique of the power spectrum components
with gamma distribution [24, 25]. The probability density function of the gamma distribution is given by
P (x) =

x
1
· xα−1 e− θ ,
Γ(α)θα

(3)
Figure 5: Kurtosis ratio as a function of SNR under accompanying sound.

where x ≥ 0, α > 0, and θ > 0. α is a shape parameter, θ
is a scale parameter, and Γ(α) is the gamma function. These
parameters can be estimated with the maximum likelihood estimation method. Kurtosis of the signal following this probability
density function can be calculated as follows [23]:
kurt(g) =

(α + 2)(α + 3)
.
α(α + 1)

On the other hand, the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC (noisy
DIFFVC) can maintain the Kurtosis ratio around 1 since it can
still keep a specific spectral structure under the environmental
noise as shown in Fig. 3 (c).
Figure 5 shows the result under the accompanying sound.
We can see a similar tendency to Fig. 4. One difference is the
result of the vocoder-free VC with DIFFVC (noisy DIFFVC).
The kurtosis ratio is maintained around 1 when the SNR is high
but it tends to decrease as the SNR decreases. This indicates
that DIFFVC can perform the conversion while maintaining a
specific spectral structure under the accompanying sound when
the SNR is high, but some changes are caused when the SNR is
low. It is expected that we further improve the vocoder-free VC
with DIFFVC under the accompanying sound by using the kurtosis ratio as an additional constraint in the conversion process.

(4)

Then, the kurtosis ratio between before and after conversion is
defined by the following equation.
(g)

kurtosis ratio =

kurtcon
(g)

,

(5)

kurtorg
(g)

where kurtorg is kurtosis of the input source singing voice, and
(g)
kurtcon is kurtosis of the converted singing voice.
The kurtosis ratio was originally proposed as an objective
metric to evaluate artifacts called musical noise, which is often
caused by nonlinear noise suppression processing [23]. In this
paper, we use it to evaluate changes of the power spectral components caused by the conversion processing as shown in Fig.
3. This metric can be calculated using only the input and the
converted waveforms in VC.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the robustness of the statistical voice conversion (VC) against background sounds. The
results of subjective evaluation have demonstrated that the
vocoder-free VC is more robust against the background sounds
than the vocoder-based VC. Moreover, we have analyzed the
robustness of VC against the background sounds using the kurtosis ratio of power spectrum components. The result has shown
that it is an effective metric to partially evaluate the robustness
of VC. We plan to incorporate this objective metric for the conversion processing to further improve conversion performance
under noisy conditions.

4.3. Investigation of Effectiveness of Kurtosis Ratio
We investigated the kurtosis ratio calculated over a 0-2110 Hz
frequency band. The SNR of the input source singing voice was
set to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 dB.
Figure 4 shows the result under the environmental noise.
The kurtosis ratio of clean DIFFVC + noise is almost 1. This
means that the kurtosis ratio is not significantly affected by a
difference of the singers (e.g., Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b)). In the
vocoder-based VC (noisy VC), the kurtosis ratio is significantly
larger than 1. This is because a clear harmonic structure is unnaturally generated by using the vocoder as shown in Fig 3 (d).
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